Nuclear telomerase is less accessible to antibody probing than known nuclear antigens: retrieval with new immunostaining buffer.
Telomerase is an important tumor marker but few antibodies to the enzyme have been described or used without difficulty in histochemical detection. Here we report specific detection of the enzyme in cell and tissue preparations using a new monoclonal antibody (mAb 476) and a new antigen-retrieval buffer (Enhancing buffer). When used to detect telomerase under normal immunostaining conditions in HL-60 cells or tissue sections of hepatocellular carcinoma or metastatic choriocarcinoma, unexpectedly, the antibody stained the cytoplasm rather than the nucleus. Nuclear staining, however, was revealed using the Enhancing buffer. Since other nuclear antigens in the HL-60 cell could be stained both ordinarily and in the Enhancing buffer, nuclear telomerase appears to be shrouded by the nuclear matrix or blocked by accessory proteins. The cytoplasmic activity seen in normal buffer but absent largely from the Enhancing buffer may be an artifact or the nascent, "naked" enzyme. With a known cytoplasmic antigen (proteinase-3) chosen arbitrarily for comparison, the antigenicity was found enhanced, instead, by the Enhancing buffer. The mode of action of the Enhancing buffer differs from that of microwave irradiation or the signal amplification (CSA) used by some investigators. The latter was found to enhance the cytoplasmic reactivity rather than the nuclear reactivity of mAb 476.